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Design of a Modularized, Intensified
Milli-Reactor for Production Scale
Miprowa® Technology:
Continous tube-bundle like reactor with milli-scaled structures with two main design aspects:
1. Flat rectangular product channels
Tempering Fluid

Baffles

Process channels
Process Fluid

here: Miprowa® Matrix (pilot apparatus), AQ = 18 x 3.2 mm²

2. Static mixing inserts (SM) are exchangeable

 High surface-to-volume ratios

 Intensified heat exchange capacity

Miprowa® Matrix:
740 m²/m³

 Forced convection over the entire reactor length

through flow area

 Narrow and defined residence time distribution

height

1 inch tube:
160 m²/m³

 Homogenous reaction conditions

width

 Continuous dispersion of two-phase systems

Heat and Mass Transfer Experiments

Residence Time Behavior

Experimental setup for heat and mass transfer experiments

Experimental setup to investigate the residence time

 Measurement of in- and outlet temperatures of process and heat transfer medium

 Measurement and comparison of conductivity at the in- and outlet
using a pulse tracer (NaCl) in the process medium

 Overall heat transfer coefficient calculated using the logarithmic mean temperature
difference:
𝑄𝑃𝑀
k=
𝐴 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑚
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 Narrow residence time distribution can be used as a measure of the
mixing quality in single-phase systems
tracer pulse

Miprowa®
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 Mathematical treatment of the conductivity signals
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Influence of the static mixing inserts on the
residence time distribution

 Calculation of the gain factor Nu/Nu0 [1,2]
 Derivation of the product-side heat transfer coefficient from the overall heat resistance
αidh
Nu =
λ
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Influence of the static mixing inserts on the overall heat transfer
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Miprowa®

FI

 Calculation of the dimensionless residence time density function E(θ)
Channel with SM:

Nu0 = Nusselt number in a laminar rectangular channel

Bo = 50

 Homogenization
of the velocity
profile

experimental data calculated data geometric parameter
i: inner, w: wall, o: outer

 Comparison of different SM shows the
influence of the inclination angle of the
comb structure on the heat transfer

Bo = 40

 Residence time
density function is
more symmetric

 Significant intensification of convective
heat transfer in channels with the comb
layers compared to the empty channel

Bo = 20

Re = 300
𝑚 = 200 g/min

 Less tailing
 High flow velocities and efficient cross mixing at laminar flow

Heat transfer for different process media
 Influence of heat capacity (cp), density (r) and viscosity (h) on the overall heat transfer of
different process fluids
𝑐𝑝,𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟 > 𝑐𝑝,𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 > 𝑐 𝑝,𝐺𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛
𝜌𝐺𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛 > 𝜌𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟 > 𝜌 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙
𝜂𝐺𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛 ≫ 𝜂𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 > 𝜂 𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟

 Mixing inserts induce significant narrowing of the residence time
density function and thus an intensification of convective heat transfer
[3,4]

45° SM
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Quick and Reliable Scale-Up
 Increasing the throughput by
numbering-up of the product
channels while keeping the channel
cross section constant
 Constant heat transfer capacities

8 Channels

Development scale
Miprowa® Lab
- Use of up to 8
channels in a row
(maximal 30 mL)
- Extendable with
dosing ports or
temperature sensors

R&D and kilo lab
0.6 – 15 L/h

Channel numbering-up

Development + pilot
scale
Miprowa® Matrix
- Reactor to validate
process parameters
- Lab or production channel
size, up to 3 channels and
2 different channel
lengths available

Production scale
Miprowa® Production
- Reactor technology with
more than 3 channels (in
a row or in parallel)
- Industrial application up
to 10.000 L/h

Pilot scale
0.6 L/h – 150 L/h
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154 Channels
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Production Scale
Up to 10,000 L/h
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